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Abstract 
 
Even if a supplier is focussed strictly on a low price segment entirely within the local market he 
may get impacts of foreign competitors after the currency exchange undercuts his prices. 
Hereby the competitors are equally focussed to their own local market and may not even start 
rivaling activities. If this happens a supplier is advised to strongly invest in the development of 
his products, services and infrastructure as our model shows. When the currency recovers again 
he loses customers if his products and services don’t keep pace with those of the foreign 
competitors. 
 
 
Introduction 
 
Transactional currency exposures arise from sales and purchases by operating units in 
currencies other than the unit’s functional currency. The company’s policy is to minimise 
trading in subsidiaries’ non operating currencies. 
The economic foreign exchange (FX) exposure is a FX risk that impacts a company’s ability to 
compete against a foreign competitor either in its own market or in a foreign market, and is not 
the result of an international transaction1. In an extreme situation you can start with a price that 
is consistent with the prices for comparable products issued by foreign competitors. Then one 
neighboring country’s currency will decrease and another neighboring country’s currency will 
increase. That is why your offer has become very shaky. 
To demonstrate what happens we built a learning model. One of the goal is to have a better 
understanding when we try to hedge foreign FX risks2. The model will now simulate the 
development of a business that is strongly focussed to the native market only but is in 
competition with a similar business abroad. The situation is that of two ski lift operators one in 
one country the other in a neighboring country. Both offers are very homogenous skiing 
regions. The main market is just between the two regions such that a customer has to decide in 
which region he wants to go  skiing. Both regions can vary only in price and access time to the 
ski lifts.  
 
Model assumption 
 
The model is based on some strong assumptions. 

1. There are two skiing arenas, one in each of two countries, A and B 

2. A has the currency „A units“, B has the currency „B units“ 

3. In each country there is a fix amount of people, who  ski. It is assumed that the relevant 
markets are just between the two arenas and that it takes the same time to reach the 
arenas. 

4. Both skiing arenas are strictly focussed to their domestic market 



5. Both skiing arenas are absolutely identical except for prices and queueing times at the 
ski lifts. 

6. People are preferring the arena which is cheaper and provides shorter queueing time 

 
No other parameters are taken into account. The model doesn’t observe the following 
influences: 

7. There is no assumption about market size fluctuations. Within both countries there is 
always a fix amount of skiers. Every skier asks for a skiing day within a set period. 

8. There is no operation model. That means that the model assumes that people in the 
region are either skiing or waiting for the lift without allowing for any breaks. Also the 
arena is used throughout the year. 

9. There are only flat operational costs. No further specification of those costs are made. 

10. The two regions don’t vary in quality, weather conditions, snow conditions, view and 
security. 

11. Neither operators has any strategies to hedge the strategic FX risk. 

12. There are only these two operators within a large environment so there is no national 
competition. 

13. The two operators run their respective arenas without any price campaigns. 

14. The actractiveness of the arena is not measured by the time/distance  to the skiing arena. 
The initial drive people have to do to reach the respective arena is assumed to be equal. 
This is the same as in point 3 above. In many models such as the Hotelling’s street 
village that handles mobile goods there is an assumption about transportation costs to 
take the goods  home. Related to our situation where the „goods“ aren’t transportable 
this factor would be represented by the journey to the respective arena. But as we 
assume that the arenas vary only by price and queueing time we don’t take into account 
the time that is taken by the drive. 

 
 
The basis of the model 
 
As every model has a motor we always base our models on Senge archetypes as motors. The 
present model is based on two archetypes: Success to the Successful and the Attractivenes 
Priciple3  
 

 
 
Fig. 1: The part of the model based on the archetype «Success to the Sucessful» 
 



The more resources are available to an operator the more lifts he will build, and the shorter the 
queueing time in this region. Thus this arena becomes more attractive. But the attractiveness 
will be influenced negatively by the price and the queueing time. This is done by an 
Attractiveness Principle archetype for the respective operators as showed in figure 2.  
 
 

 
 
Fig. 2: The attractiveness of an arena depends by both the price as well as the access time for 
the lifts 
 
This leads to an market model with four stocks. There is a stock of all people staying in the 
country A and skiing also in the region A within the country A. These people can change to the 
stock of all people staying in the country A but skiing in the region B within the country B. 
Same is valid for the people staying in the country B. 
 
The attractiveness is a value between 0 and 1and multiplies price- and queueing time 
attractivenesses. Hence it is non-linear. The price- and queueing time attractivenesses are 
decreasing S-functions. Here it is assumed that the attractiveness is one if there is no waiting 
time and zero if the waiting time is 25 minutes and more. On the other hand the attractiveness is 
one if skiing is for free and zero if the price is 1000 units and more. The attractiveness decreases 
very fast to 0.5 if the price is up to 400 units, but has a more gentle slope to zero if the price is 
more than 500 units. See figure 3. 
 
Finally there is also a finance model which has three stocks. One stock is the actual cash box 
with an inflow from ticket sales. Money to build new lifts and to payout the shareholders flows 
to the profit stock. Only the minimal operating liquidity remains in the stock. From the profit 
stock the operator rebuilds new conveying units either by replacing old ones or by constructing 
new lifts. The more conveying units there are the smaller the queuing time is, and the more 
energy is needed to operate the lifts. The conveying units are measured in persons/min. See 
figure 4. 
 



 
 
 
Fig. 3: The market model 
 
 
Results 
 
We observe the development over eight years and start with a one-to-one currency exchange in 
each country. After 36 months let the country A’s currency become cheaper such that we get 1.5 
A units for one B unit. After one year the currencies become equal again. Therefore A becomes 
cheaper for B people, and B becomes more expensive for A people. Thus we expect that A 
people will leave the B country and B people will be attracted by the arena within the A 
country. If each market has a volume of 10’000 people then the simulation shows a 
development of the demands as presented in figure 5. 
 



 
 
Fig. 4: The financial model 
 
 
Even when the currencies are equal again  more people remain within region A for many years. 
That is why the operator in region A was forced to extend his lift equipment  to reach the more 
extensive demand in his region. After the currencies are equal again the demand declines, but a 
better lift situation in the region A than in region B remains. Figur 6 shows the developments in 
the region A. The queuing time started with 10 minutes. Due to the fact that the operators 
continue expanding their infrastructures even when the number of customers is constant, the 
queueing time is decreasing until month 36. Then of course it increases as the number of 
customers is dramatically growing in region A. In this time the operator A makes many efforts 
to extend his elevator infrastructure. After the number of customers goes down the region A 
offers a better infrastructure that the region B. The queueing time in the region A decreases on a 
level that is less than before the currency change. To keep this level the operator A does not 
need to extend his infrastructure furthermore. He can even save investment money. Doing so the 
number of conveying units regresses a little due to the wear and tear effect. 
 



 
 
Fig. 5 : The development of demands 
 
 
 

 
 
 
Fig. 6: Developments within the region A 
 



Further research 
 
If we have a look to the development of the monthly rentability (see Fig. 7) we note that B’s 
rentability is a little bit higher than those of player A although there is more demand for the 
region A. This comes from the fact that the model disregard the demodulation after the currency 
has recovered. It is assumed that B can held his prices despite of the fact that his infrastructure 
is possibly no longer up to date. In a second class region prices would be lower. 
 

 
 
 
Fig. 7: The rentabilities are not exactly symmetric 
 
A further model version will take this fact into consideration. Another enhancement of the 
model will successively get rid of the tighest assumptions.  
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